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98 CHAPTER 4. QUASI-EULERIAN ALGORITHMS

4.8.3 Comments about diagnosing the dia-surface velocity component

We emphasize again that a critical element in the Eulerian algorithms for diagnosing the vertical velocity
components is the ability to exploit the depth independence of the specific thickness z,s for the depth based
coordinates for a Boussinesq fluid, and the density weighted specific thickness ⇤ z,s for the pressure based
coordinates for a non-Boussinesq fluid. These properties allow us to remove the time tendencies for surface
height and pressure from the respective diagnostic relations by substituting the depth integrated budgets
(4.63) for the depth based models, and (4.72) for the pressure based models. Absent the depth independence,
one would be forced to consider another approach, such as the time extrapolation approach to approximate
the time tendency proposed by Greatbatch et al. (2001) and McDougall et al. (2002) for implementing a
non-Boussinesq algorithm within a Boussinesq model.

4.9 Vertically integrated horizontal momentum

We now outline the split between the fast vertically integrated dynamics from the slower depth dependent
dynamics. This split forms the basis for the split-explicit method used in MOM to time step the momentum
equation. For this purpose, we formulate the budget for the vertically integrated momentum budget.

4.9.1 Budget using contact pressures on cell boundaries

Before proceeding with a formulation directly relevant for MOM, we note the form of the vertically integrated
budget arising when we consider pressure acting on a cell as arising from the accumulation of contact
stresses. For this purpose, we vertically sum the momentum budgets given by equations (2.225), (2.228)
and (2.233), which leads to
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Contact pressures on the top and bottom of the grid cells cancel throughout the column, just as other
vertical fluxes from momentum and friction. The remaining contact pressures are from the bottom and
top of the ocean column and the vertically integrated contact pressures on the sides of the fluid column.
Correspondingly, if we integrate over the horizontal extent of the ocean domain, we are left only with
contact pressures acting on the solid boundaries and undulating free surface. Such is to be expected, since
the full ocean domain experiences a pressure force only from its contact with other components of the earth
climate system.

4.9.2 Budget using the pressure gradient body force

As discussed in Section 2.8.2, we prefer to formulate the contribution of pressure to the linear momentum
balance as a body force, whereby we exploit the hydrostatic balance. Hence, to develop the vertically
integrated horizontal momentum budget, we start from the form of the budget given by equations (3.19),
(3.20), and (3.21), rewritten here for the interior, bottom, and surface grid cells
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(4.125)

Chapter 2. Fundamental equations Section 2.6

where x1  x  x2 defines the domain boundaries for the east-west coordinates.12 Similar results hold for
the tracer mass crossing the cell in the north-south directions. At the top and bottom of the grid cell

tracer mass entering cell bottom face =
"

s=sk

dxdy ⇢ (w(z)C +F(z)) (2.148)

tracer mass leaving cell top face = �
"

s=sk�1

dxdy ⇢ (w(z)C +F(z)). (2.149)

To reach this result, we used a result from Section 2.1.4 to write the volume flux passing through the top
face of the grid cell

dA(n̂) n̂ · (v� vref) = w(z) dxdy, (2.150)

with w(z) = z,s ds/dt the dia-surface velocity component from Section 2.1.4. A similar relation holds for the
bottom face of the cell. The form of the SGS flux passing across the top and bottom is correspondingly
given by

dA(n̂) n̂ · J = J (z) dxdy, (2.151)

which follows from the general expression (2.145) for the dia-surface tracer flux.
In a model using the generalized coordinate s for the vertical, it is sometimes convenient to do the

vertical integrals over s instead of z. For this purpose, recall that with z,s single signed, the vertical thickness
of a grid cell is given by equation (2.52), repeated here for completeness

dz = z,s ds. (2.152)

Bringing these results together, and taking the limit as the volume of the cell in (x,y, s) space goes to zero
(i.e., dxdyds! 0) leads to

@t(z,s ⇢C) = z,s ⇢S (C) �rs · [z,s ⇢ (uC + F)]�@s [⇢ (w(z)C +F(z))] (2.153)

Notably, the horizontal gradient operator rs is computed on surfaces of constant s, and so it is distinct
generally from the horizontal gradient rz taken on surfaces of constant z.

As indicated at the end of Section 2.5, we prefer to work with thickness weighted quantities, given
the general time dependence of a model grid cell in MOM. Hence, as an alternative to taking the limit
as dxdyds ! 0, consider instead the limit as the time independent horizontal area dxdy goes to zero,
thus maintaining the time dependent thickness dz = z,s ds inside the derivative operators. In this case, the
thickness weighted tracer mass budget takes the form

@t(dz⇢C) = dz⇢S (C) �rs · [dz⇢ (uC + F)]� [⇢ (w(z)C +F(z))]s=sk�1
+ [⇢ (w(z)C +F(z))]s=sk . (2.154)

Similarly, the thickness weighted mass budget is

@t(dz⇢) = dz⇢S (M) �rs · (dz⇢u)� (⇢w(z))s=sk�1
+ (⇢w(z))s=sk . (2.155)

For clarity, note that the horizontal divergence operator acting on the mass transport takes the form

rs · (dz⇢u) =
1

dy
@
@x

(dydz⇢u) +
1

dx
@
@y

(dxdz⇢v). (2.156)

The mass source S (M) has units of inverse time that, for self-consistency, must be related to the tracer
source via

S (M) = S (C)(C = 1). (2.157)

12We use generalized horizontal coordinates, such as those discussed in Griffies (2004). Hence, the directions east, west, north, and
south may not correspond to the usual geographic directions. Nonetheless, this terminology is useful for establishing the budgets,
whose validity is general.
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Thanks for bringing me back!
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Two pillars of numerical oceanography

OCEAN MODELS:
Repository for mechanistic theories of how the ocean works, with
numerical methods transforming theories into a computational tool
for scientific investigations.
Mathematically formulated physical theories and numerical
methods provide the foundation.

OCEAN MODELLING:
The use of numerical simulations as an experimental tool to help
deduce mechanisms for emergent space-time patterns of ocean
phenomena.
Math physical theories and analysis methods provide the
foundation.

Useful distinction
It is useful to distinguish the reductionist science forming the
foundation of ocean models from the emergent science arising from
the process of ocean modelling.
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Topics to be discussed

Science of ocean models
continuum thermo-hydrodynamical equations
algorithms for hydrostatic primitive equations
subgrid scale parameterizations

Tutorial on sea level analysis
equations of sea level
Public lecture on sea level in a changing climate

I expect to merely whet your appetite for further study (and
hopefully make you less afraid of ocean models and modelling!
My personal experience is with the physics and numerics of
large-scale ocean climate circulation models, and this
experience will bias my focus.

Caution to the student
There will be mathematics! It will be at a level no higher than vector
calculus and partial differential equations (no tensor analysis here ).
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Published background for these lectures

Science of ocean models
Griffies and Treguier (2013): chapter from 2nd edition of Ocean
Circulation and Climate
Griffies (2009): chapter in Encyclopedia of Ocean Sciences
Griffies and Adcroft (2008): chapter discussing the formulation of
ocean model equations from an AGU monograph.
Griffies (2005): “Some ocean model fundamentals”
Griffies (2004): monograph on ocean climate model fundamentals

Ocean models and ocean modelling
Griffies et al. (2000): review of ocean climate model development
Griffies et al (2009): research article on Coordinated-Ocean ice
Reference Experiments (COREs)
Griffies et al (2010): White Paper from the OceanObs09
conference summarizing the status of ocean models

Science emerging from the practice of ocean modelling: see
nearly any paper in Ocean Modelling, Journal of Physical
Oceanography, Journal of Climate, etc.
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Ocean Circulation and Climate, 2nd Edition (2013)
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General motivational comments

Ocean model fundamentals and the use of ocean models as a
tool for science involves some of the most difficult problems in
classical and computational physics.

turbulence closures and subgrid scale parameterizations
analysis and rationalization of massive datasets
efficient methods for discretizing continuous media.

We are also touching on elements of the most important
environmental and societal problem facing the planet.

Climate warming is happening and humans are the key reason.
The ocean’s role in the earth climate is significant.
Providing rational and robust models for understanding and
predicting climate is a central element of oceanography and climate
science.
Now is an incredibly exciting time to enter this field, particularly for
those who feel passionate about diving deep into some of the most
difficult intellectual problems in science while addressing some of
the most important problems for the biosphere.
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Some words of encouragement

Our job is to transfer knowledge that is in the head of teachers into
your head. Your help is needed with this communication problem .

You will be challenged.
Ask questions whenever they arise. Do not be shy!
The material at this school is far more than can fit into one head
within a 10 day course.
Select that which is useful to you. Some ideas may be useful now,
some in a few years, some never.

Do not despair if you are totally lost, even if everyone else fully
understands .

Much time (years!) may be needed to penetrate the ideas and
details.
It may be sufficient for some students to just understand the main
points.
But please do push yourself a bit more than normal. These courses
offer valuable and somewhat rare learning opportunities.
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Why use ocean models?

Ocean models are ubiquitous in ocean/climate science. Why?

Numerical models are the primary means available for probing,
in a nearly controlled manner, the ocean/climate system.

There is one natural ocean, yet many numerical oceans.

Model foundations have improved through better understanding
of the ocean (theory, observations, laboratory) and enhanced
numerical methods.
Computer power has increased to allow for refined resolution
incorporating more details resulting in improved realism.

Models are the tool for large-scale ocean science

Numerical models are the de facto tool of choice for formulating and
testing mechanistic descriptions of the ocean; for providing
dynamically consistent state estimates; and forming the basis for
dynamical predictions/projections.
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Types of ocean and climate modelsThere are many types of ocean models...

conceptual or 
process models

integration time
number of 
processes

detail of description

Earth Models of 
Intermediate Complexity 

(EMICs)

Global Climate Models or 
General Circulation Models 

(GCMs)

Compliments of Stephanie Waterman, University of British Columbia, Canada
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Some specific applications

Mechanistic studies of ocean and climate processes
Process studies using fine resolution (≤ 1 km) simulations
(MITgcm, SUNTANS)
Mechanisms for coastal and shelf processes (≤ 10 km) ((ROMS)
Mechanisms for observed large-scale variations (basin to global)
(CLIVAR CORE)
Mechanisms for climate variability (basin to global) (MOM5, MOM6,
NEMO)

Operational predictions and state estimation
Coastal forecasting India INCOIS
Coastal forecasting USA NCEP
Ocean state estimation ECCO

Projections for future climate change
IPCC-class simulations with anthropogenic forcing (CMIP)
Sea level changes (John Church’s research group)
Changes in sea ice (NOAA info page)
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Revolution in ocean obs requires models to interpret

Near-global observations are pushing models to improve.

Argo + satellites provide high quality near-global information relevant
for predictions and climate change. These and other data sources
prompt modellers to use suitably configured and trusted models to
facilitate full use and understanding of observation-based measures.

From Argo at UCSD
From AVISO
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3 Posing the ocean model problem
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SST animation from GFDL CM2.6 climate model

Animation 1: Daily SST from the GFDL CM2.6

This coupled climate model uses a 0.1◦ configuration of MOM5 for the
ocean component, under a 50 km global atmosphere model. It has
been integrated for multiple-centuries in support of climate and ocean
related studies. Available from Vimeo
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Theoretical foundations for ocean models

Continuum thermo-hydrodynamical equations of the ocean
Seawater mass conservation
Tracer mass conservation
Momentum conservation
Linear irreversible thermodynamics of seawater
Typically assume hydrostatic balance

Boundary conditions
Air-sea interactions
Sea ice-ocean interactions
Ice shelf-ocean interactions
Solid-earth-ocean interactions

Subgrid scale parameterizations
Momentum closure: frictional stress tensor
Tracer closure: transport tensor
Boundary layer parameterizations
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Equations for ocean dynamics and thermodynamics

Thermo-hydrodynamic	equations	for	the	ocean

Key dynamical speeds

Acoustic: Cs ~ 1500 m s-1  

External gravity: √gH ~ 150 m s-1

Internal gravity: NH ~ 3 m s-1

Advection: U ~ 1 m s-1

Momentum	(Newton’s	2nd Law)
𝜌	[𝜕% +		(2Ω + 𝜔) x	]	𝑣 = -𝜌𝛻 𝐾𝐸 + 𝐺𝑃𝐸

+	𝛻 3 𝜏 − 1𝑝

Mass	conservation	(continuity)
89
8% +	𝛻 3 𝜌	𝑣 = 0

Enthalpy	(heat)	conservation)
8(9<)
8% +	𝛻 3 𝜌	𝑣	Θ + 𝐽< = 0

Salt	conservation
8(9?)
8% +	𝛻 3 𝜌	𝑣	𝑆 + 𝐽? = 0

Equation	of	state	relates	density	to	temp,	
salinity,	pressure	𝜌 = 	𝜌 Θ, 𝑆, 𝑝

7/25/16 Griffies	talk	to	IITM	in	Pune,	India <#>
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Spatial scales for ocean dynamical processes

Spatial	Scales	of	Ocean	Dynamics

HYDROSTATIC

NON-HYDROSTATIC

100 km

~10 km

~1 km

~20 m ~100 m

1000 km

Direct	Numerical	Simulation	of	World	Ocean	climate:	
1mm	spacing	requires	roughly10#times	Avogadro	
number	of	grid	cells	time	stepped	with	roughly	
1sec	for	1000	years.	Far	from	practical!	

Huge	problem	requiring	rational	parameterizations.		Developing	
such	parameterizations	remains	a	research	problem.	

Images	courtesy	A.	Adcroft7/25/16 Griffies	talk	to	IITM	in	Pune,	India <#>
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A sample of ocean processes

Slides in this section
A zoo of physical ocean processes
Space-time diagram of ocean motions
Upper ocean boundary and wave interactions
The marginal ice zone (MIZ)
Southern Ocean processes
The value of idealized Southern Ocean simulations
Turbulent cascade of mechanical energy
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A zoo of physical ocean processes

From Griffies and Treguier (2013)

The ocean contains a zoo of
physical processes!
Strong coupling between
processes⇔ no spectral gap.
Coupling means it is generally
better to resolve than
parameterize.
Yet we cannot resolve
everything⇒ a practical need
for parameterizations that
pass the “laugh test”.
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Space-time diagram of ocean dynamical processes
 

 

 

18 

 
 

Figure 3.  The approximate space and time scales of phenomena of interest that could be investigated from 
altimetric measurements of ocean topography with adequate spatial and temporal resolution.  The dashed lines 
indicate the approximate lower bounds of the space and time scales that can be resolved in SSH fields constructed 
from measurements by a single altimeter in the T/P 10-day repeat orbit configuration.  Processes with spatial scales 
to the left of the vertical dashed line and time scales below the horizontal dashed line require higher resolution 
measurements of ocean topography from a constellation of nadir-looking altimeters or a wide-swath altimeter. 

 

From Chelton (2001)

Broad range of
space-time scales
We again see the
absence of a clear
spectral gap except for
scales larger than
1000 km.
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Upper ocean boundary and wave interactions
Gravity wind-wave–driven processes at the ocean surface—including radia-
tion fluxes and energy, mass, and momentum exchanges—play an important 

role in the coupled climate system.

Wind Waves in the 
Coupled Climate system

by L. CavaLeri, b. Fox-Kemper, and m. Hemer

Fig. 1. A schematic view of the influence of waves on air–sea exchanges.

W here the interAction begins.  Erik Mollo-Christensen of  
 Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and builder of one of the first air–sea  
 interaction buoys used to tell his students: “Meteorologists consider the ocean as 

a wet surface. Oceanographers consider the atmosphere as a place where wind blows.” Of 
course things have changed since 1970, and the idea of an active interaction between the 
liquid and gaseous fluids that surround our planet has progressively tiptoed into the two 
respective fields. On the one hand, the meteorologists have acknowledged  

1651november 2012AmerICAn meTeoroLoGICAL SoCIeTY |

From Cavaleri et al (2012)

New research activities in
boundary layer param
prompted by refined atmos
and ocean resolutions that
admit new dynamical regimes
(e.g., mesoscale eddies,
tropical cyclones).
An increased awareness in
the climate community of the
importance of surface ocean
gravity waves (e.g., Cavalieri
et al (2012)).
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The marginal ice zone (MIZ)

From ONR Marginal Ice Zonal Project

Questions about processes at the marginal ice zone are of prime
importance as Arctic sea ice melts.
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Southern Ocean processes

  2 

wind-driven flow, transporting mass and heat across the mean axis of the ACC [Marshall and 
Speer, 2012; Ballarotta et al., 2013]. However, in situ observations remain sparse at these 
inhospitable high latitudes. Furthermore, the limited spatial resolution of current climate models 
requires them to represent this eddy transport in parameterized form, and current satellite 
missions only partially capture the eddy field, possibly missing an important part of SO 
dynamics. Recent reviews by Marshall and Speer [2012] and Palter et al. [in press] have 
highlighted the necessity for improving our understanding of the role of mesoscale eddies in 
tracer transport, in particular in the SO. 

 We now review three major aspects of SO biogeochemical tracer transport that we propose to 
focus on in this work. These aspects have been suggested to be both critical to carbon cycling 
and sensitive to the influence of mesoscale eddies, though the extent of this influence remains far 
from clear and needs quantification. 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic of the Southern Ocean circulation, showing the numerous relevant physical and 
biogeochemical processes [courtesy of L. Talley]. 

Southern Ocean upwelling: 
No clear answer has yet emerged regarding the future of the Southern Ocean CO2 sink, since 
little is known about the effect of eddies on the upwelling fluxes of DIC and nutrients. 

The upwelling of natural DIC- and nutrient-rich deep water at the Antarctic Divergence is 
brought about by the interaction between the wind-driven flow and the opposing mesoscale 
eddy-driven flow in the SO [Marshall and Radko, 2003; Ballarotta et al., 2013]. Yet, under 
climate changes that the SO is currently undergoing, such as wind intensification or increased 
precipitation, it remains unclear to what extent eddies compensate for the changes in wind-driven 
upwelling, hence casting doubt on the resulting natural CO2 flux. Models clearly demonstrate 
that as numerical resolution increases, eddy-compensation from transient and standing eddies 
also increases [Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Dufour et al. 2012]. However, recent 
theoretical and modeling studies have suggested that the eddy-compensation of the wind-driven 
circulation would not be total [Meredith et al., 2012; Morrison et al., 2013]. Some studies have 

Fundamental role played by
mesoscale eddies in
transporting properties
meridionally; absence of
lateral boundaries make
eddies dominate north-south
transport.
Eddy params are improving,
but explicit resolution
generally performs better.

Animation 2: SST in Southern Ocean from CM2.6
Daily mean SST in Southern Ocean, with animation thanks to Whit
Anderson, GFDL.
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A Southern Ocean process study

c. The zonal momentum balance

Because the meridional flux of momentum byReynolds
stresses is relatively small, the depth-integrated zonal-
averagemomentumbalance dictates (cf. Cessi et al. 2006)
that

ts 5 x̂ ! tb 5 r0rbub, (5)

where the overbar indicates a zonal and time average.
This balance states that the momentum input by the wind
(constant in x and time) is balanced by bottom drag on
a mean zonal flow at the bottom. In the real ocean, in
contrast, topographic form drag is believed to balance the
wind stress (Munk andPalmén 1951; Johnson andBryden
1989; Hughes 1997; Olbers 1998; Ferreira et al. 2005).
This means that our model requires a significant steady
bottom flow (;17 cm s21) and thus has an unrealistically
large zonal transport: 788 Sv (1 Sv[ 106 m3 s21) for the
reference case. But most of this transport is barotropic
and simply translates the entire system westward without
any consequences for the overturning circulation. The
zonal transport by the baroclinic flow is only 99 Sv.

A steady meridional circulation exists in Coriolis bal-
ance with these steady zonal stresses. Outside of the
Ekman layers, this circulation is described by the stream-
function

C52
ts
r0 f

, (6)

where y5 2›C/›z and w5 ›C/›y. The absence of to-
pographymeans that the surface Ekman flow is returned
in a bottom Ekman layer, rather than by a geostrophic
flow below topography. However, the strength of C is
independent of the nature of the bottom drag and is
driven solely by the wind.
Likewise, as discussed in detail in section 4, the baro-

tropic component of the flow does not participate in the
eddy energy cycle, and thus we expect the eddy-driven
circulation to be similar with or without topography.
Experiments performed with a topographic ridge (but
not described further here) support the conclusion that
the presence of topography strongly damps the baro-
tropic zonal flow but does not affect the MOC. We

FIG. 2. A 3D snapshot of the model’s temperature field, revealing the mesoscale eddy field.
The temperatures range from 08 to 88C. Overlaid on top are depictions of the wind stress and
heat-flux surface forcing. To the right is the zonal- and time-mean zonal velocity u, which
ranges from 0 to 25 cm s21. The contour interval for u is 2.5 cm s21. Overlaid in white are the
18, 38, and 58C isotherms.

DECEMBER 2011 ABERNATHEY ET AL . 2265

From Abernathey et al. (2011)

The Southern Ocean is a
region where mesoscale
eddies are of leading order
importance.
This animation is part of an
idealized study, and is shown
here as an example how
idealized process models can
lend useful insight into the
real ocean.

Animation 3: Southern Ocean channel
Animation from R. Abernathey, available from Vimeo
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Turbulent cascade of mechanical energy
energy ε or enstrophy η.2 Both models were designed with constant density cascades

Figure 3: (Left) Schematic of forward energy cascade typical of 3d turbulence (Kol-
mogorov, 1941) underpinning the Smagorinsky (1963) subgrid model. (Right) Schematic
of inverse energy cascade and forward enstrophy cascade typical of 2d turbulence
(Kraichnan, 1967) underpinning the Leith (1996) subgrid model. Plotted is the energy
spectrum, where

∫
E(k)dk =

∫ 1
2 u · u dV, where integrals are over all space. Gridscale

where cascade is truncated in indicated in blue.

of kinetic energy in mind, following Kolmogorov (1941) in the three-dimensional energy
cascade and Kraichnan (1967) in the direct enstrophy cascade case. Each provides a scal-
ing for a viscosity based on resolved flow and grid parameters:

νS =

(
ΥS∆x

π

)2√
SikSik, νL =

(
ΛL∆x

π

)3

|∇q2d| =
(

ΛL∆x
π

)3 ∣∣∣∣∇h

(
∂u
∂y
− ∂v

∂x

)∣∣∣∣ . (1)

Where Einstein summation is implied, the strain tensor is Sik ≡ 1
2

(
∂uk
∂xi

+ ∂ui
∂xk

)
, and the

factors of π appear to keep the nondimensional constants ΥS, ΛL near 1.
Fox-Kemper and Menemenlis (2008) argue that the common LES subgrid models used

in oceanography (e.g. Smagorinsky, 1963; Griffies and Hallberg, 2000; Sullivan et al., 1994)
are not appropriate for MOLES because they are based on similarity laws or energy cas-
cades that do not occur at the mesoscale in the ocean. (Leith, 1996) argued that in two-
dimensional turbulence, where an inverse energy cascade an a direct enstrophy cascade
both occur, a different subgrid model is required depending on which cascade is inter-
rupted by the grid resolution.

Graham and Ringler (2013) show that the Leith parameterization performs best among
various LES subgrid models in a 2d turbulence simulation. They analyze spectral cas-
cades as well as convergence and stability properties. So, the Leith model is a good model
for 2d LES where the gridscale lies in an approximate enstrophy cascade. It is important
to note that many simulations have shown that for Smagorinsky or Leith to work, only
approximate inertial ranges are required.

2Enstrophy is a second conserved quantity in 2d turbulence, and is the vorticity squared. It is not con-
served in 3d turbulence.
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Compliments of Baylor Fox-Kemper, Brown University, USA

3d turbulence: energy
cascade to small
scales
2d/QG turbulence:
energy cascade to
large scales (inverse
cascade)
Cascades act to
couple space-time
scales.

Animation 4: QG turbulence cascade
Compliments of Shafer Smith, NYU USA
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The ocean parameterization problem

Slides in this section
Resolving versus parameterizing: some numbers
Facets of what we mean by “resolution”
Spatial scale of mesocale and submesoscale eddies
Resolution required to represent mesoscale eddies
Ocean resolution in IPCC-class climate models
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Resolving versus parameterizing: some numbers

Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of global ocean climate
requires 3× 1010 time steps of one second (1000 years).
Setting the model’s grid scale to the Kolmogorov length
∆ = 10−3m over a global ocean domain of volume 1.3× 1018 m3

requires 1.3× 1027 discrete grid cells. This is roughly
104 × Avogadro’s number!
Each model grid point has a velocity vector and tracer fields to
time integrate.
Conclude:

We will be dust long before DNS of global ocean climate.
We must use parameterizations to simulate the ocean.
The rationalization of a DNS simulation typically requires a
coarse-grained perspective, as certainly would DNS of the World
Ocean climate.
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Facets of what we mean by “resolution”
Ocean Model Practicalities III

3. model resolution 
• general principles of resolution are the 

same for both atmospheric and ocean 
models 

• there are different rules of thumb: one 
is that it takes 5 grid points to 
accurately define a feature without 
aliasing 

• this means 1/8° global resolution with 
an average horizontal grid cell of 14 
km can accurately depict only features 
larger than 56 km 

• models with variable grid spacing have 
variable resolution - beware of 
resolution-dependent physics! 

• resolution is not cheap - because of the 
CFL* condition, as we shrink the 
horizontal grid spacing we must add 
vertical layers and decrease the time 
step

“every halving of the grid spacing 
requires roughly ten times as many 

computations”

* no transport faster than one grid cell per time step!

Compliments Stephanie Waterman, University of British Columbia, Canada
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Spatial scale of mesocale and submesoscale eddies

May 20, 2013 NEW MODELING CAPABILITIES ADVANCING NOAA CLIMATE SCIENCE  

Frontiers in ocean/ice-sheet model development 

• Role of ocean eddies in 
climate/earth system 

• Sea-level rise and ice-
sheet/ocean interaction 

1
0
0
 k

m
 

20 km 

¼° 

1
10 ° 

23 Dec 2004 Aqua Modis 

Getz Ice Shelf 

Antarctica 

Credit: NASA/Dick Ewers 

200 ft 

1500 ft below 

ocean surface 

𝑳𝒅 = 𝟐𝟕 km 

8 km 

(60 m) 

(500 m) 

MODIS satellite w/ inserts by A. Adcroft (GFDL)

Eddy size ∝ first baroclinic
Rossby Radius λm = cm/|f |,
where the phase speed is
approximated by (Chelton et
al. 1998)

cm ≈
1

mπ

∫ 0

−H
N dz.

Global models are marginal at
representing this scale;
regional and process models
just reach into the
submesoscale.

Animation 5: Southern Ocean regional process model

MITgcm w/ 1/20◦ (and 1/80◦ local refinement) w/ 150 vertical levels.
Available from YouTube
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Resolution required to represent mesoscale eddies

From Hallberg (2013)

Hallberg (2013): 2∆ ≤ λ1 needed to resolve mesoscale eddies.
Map indicates the necessary Mercator spacing for 2∆ = λ1.
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Ocean resolution in IPCC-class climate models

Compliments of GFDL
Figure 1: Ocean model resolution of coupled climate models reported by the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change by year. Also shown are prototype MOLES simulations
for the next round of models (AR6?) by the National Center for Atmospheric Research,
the NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, the Department of Energy, and the
UKMO Hadley Centre. Exponential fits to the median and leading edge models as well as
Moore’s Law of increasing computer power are shown as dashed lines. Good resolution
(based on process models) for mesoscale, submesoscale, and Langmuir-scale phenomena
are shown.

to the planetary thermodynamics (e.g., Danabasoglu and McWilliams, 1995; Gent, 2011).
However, as our demand for these models’ reliability has grown, as has our com-

putational capabilities, so now a new stage is planned or in prototype at a number of
climate modeling centers–mesoscale eddy resolving (or permitting) climate models. It is
hoped that such models will have unprecedented accuracy and allow for a substantially
improved assessment of climate processes and climate sensitivity (McClean et al., 2011;
Delworth et al., 2012).

However, a lesson can be learned from the operational ocean forecast models and
ocean reanalyses, which generally run at higher resolution due to the shorter duration
of the simulation (decades rather than centuries). Even at these higher resolutions, the
choice of a physically-sound and accurate subgrid model remains a challenging and im-
portant characteristic of even Mesoscale Ocean Large Eddy Simulation (MOLES).

Fig. 2, which is described in detail in section 2.3, compares a frontal spin-down under
the effects of eddies with three different eddy-permitting resolutions where the number

D–3

From B. Fox-Kemper, Brown University, USA

The ocean is but one component amongst many within climate
system models.
Resolution refinement is painfully slow!
This diagram is useful to target one’s career choices.
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Partitioning the vertical

Slides in this section
Discretizing a column of ocean fluid
Vertical coordinate representation
Geopotential or pressure vertical coordinates
Isopyncal vertical coordinates
Sigma or terrain following vertical coordinates
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Discretizing a column of ocean fluid

z = η
Qpbl, τ surface, Qm

surface fluxes

J(x) J(x)

J(s)

J(s)

fluxes crossing

grid cell faces

xi xi+1

sk+1

sk

penetrative

shortwave

z = −H

bottom fluxes

Qbottom,τ bottom

From Griffies and Treguier (2013)

Boundary fluxes through
surface and bottom.
Transport convergence
(advective and subgrid scale),
body forces (gravity, Coriolis),
contact forces (pressure,
friction), and penetrative
radiation render time
tendency for mass, tracer, and
momentum.
Generally fix the horizontal
position of grid cells, but allow
for upper and lower interfaces
to be functions of time (e.g.,
z∗, pressure, σ, isopycnal)
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Vertical coordinate representation

Oceanography  Vol. 19, No. 1, Mar. 2006120

Because none of the three main verti-

cal coordinates (depth, density, and ter-

rain-following) (see Box 1 for details) 

provide universal optimality, it is natural 

to envision a hybrid approach that com-

bines the best features of each vertical 

coordinate. Isopycnic (density-track-

ing) layers work best for modeling the 

deep stratifi ed ocean, levels at constant 

fi xed depth or pressure are best to use to 

provide high vertical resolution near the 

surface within the mixed layer, and ter-

rain-following levels are often the best 

choice for modeling shallow coastal re-

gions. In HYCOM, the optimal vertical 

coordinate distribution of the three ver-

tical coordinate types is chosen at every 

time step. The hybrid vertical coordinate 

generator makes a dynamically smooth 

transition among the coordinate types 

using the continuity equation. 

HYBRID VERTICAL 
COORDINATES
Hybrid vertical coordinates can mean 

different things to different people: they 

can be a linear combination of two or 

more conventional coordinates (Song 

and Haidvogel, 1994; Ezer and Mellor, 

2004; Barron et al., 2006) or they can be 

truly generalized (i.e., aiming to mimic 

different types of coordinates in different 

regions of a model domain) (Bleck, 2002; 

Burchard and Beckers, 2004; Adcroft and 

Hallberg, 2006; Song and Hou, 2006). 

The generalized vertical coordinates in 

HYCOM deviate from isopycnals (con-

stant density surfaces) wherever the latter 

may fold, outcrop, or generally provide 

inadequate vertical resolution in portions 

of the model domain. HYCOM is at its 

core a Lagrangian layer model, except 

for the remapping of the vertical coor-

dinate by the hybrid coordinate genera-

tor after all equations are solved (Bleck, 

2002; Chassignet et al., 2003; Halliwell, 

2004) and for the fact that there is a non-

zero horizontal density gradient within 

all layers. HYCOM is thus classifi ed as 

a Lagrangian Vertical Direction (LVD) 

model in which the continuity (thickness 

tendency) equation is solved forward in 

time throughout the domain, while an 

Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) 

technique is used to re-map the vertical 

coordinate and maintain different co-

ordinate types within the domain. This 

differs from Eulerian Vertical Direction 

(EVD) models with fi xed vertical coor-

dinates that use the continuity equation 

to diagnose vertical velocity (Adcroft and 

Hallberg, 2006). The ability to adjust the 

vertical spacing of the coordinate sur-

faces in HYCOM simplifi es the numeri-

z

σ

ρ

Schematic of an ocean basin illustrating 

the three regimes of the ocean germane 

to the considerations of an appropriate 

vertical coordinate. Th e surface mixed 

layer is naturally represented using fi xed-

depth z (or pressure p) coordinates, the 

interior is naturally represented using 

isopycnic ρ (density tracking) coordi-

nates; and the bottom boundary is natu-

rally represented using terrain-following 

σ coordinates (after Griffi  es et al., 2000).

BOX 1:  OCEAN REGIMES AND VERTICAL COORDINATES

Adapted by Chassignet et al (2006) from original figure in Griffies et al (2000)

GEOPOTENTIAL OR PRESSURE: common for non-hydrostatic
process modelling and large-scale climate modelling (MITgcm,
MOM, NEMO)
ISOPYCNAL: clean representation of interior quasi-adiabatic flows
and overflows (GOLD, HYCOM)
SIGMA OR TERRAIN FOLLOWING: common for shelf/coastal
modelling ((ROMS) and Curchitser’s lectures)
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Geopotential or pressure vertical coordinatesOcean Model Practicalities II
2. the vertical grid

Discre)za)on:*ver)cal*coordinate*

ROMS,*POM*

x 

z 

Height 
•  Simple 
•  No pressure gradient 

errors 

•  Spurious diapycnal 
fluxes 

z 

Terrain following 
•  Boundary layer 

resolution (BBL) 

•  Pressure gradient 
error 

•  Spurious diapycnal 
fluxes 

σ

Isopycnal 
•  Simple 
•  “Exactly” Adiabatic 
•  No resolution in 

unstratified fluid 

ρ 

MOM,*POP,*MITgcm,*OPA* GOLD,*MICOM*
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Discre)za)on:*ver)cal*coordinate*

ROMS,*POM*

x 

z 

Height 
•  Simple 
•  No pressure gradient 

errors 

•  Spurious diapycnal 
fluxes 

z 

Terrain following 
•  Boundary layer 

resolution (BBL) 

•  Pressure gradient 
error 

•  Spurious diapycnal 
fluxes 

σ

Isopycnal 
•  Simple 
•  “Exactly” Adiabatic 
•  No resolution in 

unstratified fluid 

ρ 

MOM,*POP,*MITgcm,*OPA* GOLD,*MICOM*

• the choice of the vertical co-ordinate system is 
loaded because:
- the oceans are forced at the surface; most of 

the “action” occurs there
- the oceans are strongly stratified
- the oceans are ~ adiabatic in the interior
- there is complex bottom bathymetry to deal 

with
• as a consequence there exist a number of 

approaches to choose from

[courtesy of Sonya Legg]

Most common method for global models; extensive experience.
Generalizations: z∗ = H (z− η)/(H + η) absorbs SSH
undulations; pressure (mass conserving).
Spurious diapycnal mixing if poorly chosen numerical methods &
parameter settings (e.g., Ilicak et al 2012).
Downslope flows poorly represented absent very fine resolution
(Winton et al. 1998).
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Sigma or terrain following vertical coordinates

Ocean Model Practicalities II
2. the vertical grid

Discre)za)on:*ver)cal*coordinate*

ROMS,*POM*
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Height 
•  Simple 
•  No pressure gradient 

errors 
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error 
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fluxes 
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Discre)za)on:*ver)cal*coordinate*

ROMS,*POM*

x 

z 

Height 
•  Simple 
•  No pressure gradient 

errors 

•  Spurious diapycnal 
fluxes 
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Terrain following 
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resolution (BBL) 

•  Pressure gradient 
error 

•  Spurious diapycnal 
fluxes 

σ

Isopycnal 
•  Simple 
•  “Exactly” Adiabatic 
•  No resolution in 
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MOM,*POP,*MITgcm,*OPA* GOLD,*MICOM*

• the choice of the vertical co-ordinate system is 
loaded because:
- the oceans are forced at the surface; most of 

the “action” occurs there
- the oceans are strongly stratified
- the oceans are ~ adiabatic in the interior
- there is complex bottom bathymetry to deal 

with
• as a consequence there exist a number of 

approaches to choose from

[courtesy of Sonya Legg]

Extensive applications for coasts & shelves
Traditionally σ = (z− η)/(H + η), but with generalizations.
As for geopotential, ∃ spurious diapycnal mixing with poorly
chosen numerical methods & parameter settings.
Much care is needed to handle horizontal pressure gradient
calculation; generally need to smooth topography.
There are very few global climate realizations.
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Undulations of coordinate surfaces w/ z, σ, and z∗

The GFDL Modular Ocean Model (MOM) 
GFDL external review 

June 2009 
Stephen Griffies, NOAA/GFDL 

        Code Development Philosophy  
GFDL is committed to the realization of  
transparent numerical ocean model tools of 
highest scientific and engineering integrity, 
with primary focus on  
• mechanistic ocean research studies 
• dynamical ocean predictions.  

z σ z∗

Animation 6: undulations of coordinate surfaces
Animation to illustrate undulating z, σ, and z∗ coordinate surfaces in
the presence of a gravity wave. Compliments A. Adcroft (GFDL).
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Isopyncal vertical coordinates

Ocean Model Practicalities II
2. the vertical grid

Discre)za)on:*ver)cal*coordinate*
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•  No pressure gradient 

errors 
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•  Simple 
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errors 
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•  No resolution in 
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• the choice of the vertical co-ordinate system is 
loaded because:
- the oceans are forced at the surface; most of 

the “action” occurs there
- the oceans are strongly stratified
- the oceans are ~ adiabatic in the interior
- there is complex bottom bathymetry to deal 

with
• as a consequence there exist a number of 

approaches to choose from

[courtesy of Sonya Legg]

Quasi-adiabatic interior & flow-topography interactions (e.g.,
overflows)
Inherently poor representation if weak vertical stratification (e.g.,
Labrador Sea, Southern Ocean, coastal regions).
Care needed to represent realistic ocean thermodynamics and
conservative transport, though proven methods now common.
GFDL-GOLD, HYCOM, and Bergen
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Partitioning the horizontal

Slides in this section
Horizontal representation: structured finite volume
Examples of structured finite volume grids
Horizontal representation: unstructured finite volume
Example of unstructured finite volume grid
Horizontal representation: unstructured finite element
Examples of unstructured finite element meshes
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Horizontal representation: structured finite volume
Tracer cells T(i,j) with fluxes and land/sea masking

= corner point
=B-grid velocity
=C-grid vorticity

= tracer point

j

i

T(1,4) T(2,4) T(3,4) T(4,4)

T(1,3) T(2,3) T(3,3) T(4,3)

T(1,2) T(2,2) T(3,2) T(4,2)

T(1,1) T(2,1) T(3,1) T(4,1)

Most common approach since 1960s; e,g., HYCOM, MITgcm,
MOM, NEMO, ROMS.
Recent advances with nesting allow for multi-scale simulations
(Debreu and Blayo, 2008)
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Examples of structured finite volume grids
S. M. Griffies et al.: Formulation of an ocean climate model 49

Fig. 1. Illustration of the bipolar Arctic as prescribed by Murray (1996) (see his Fig. 7) and realized in OM3. The transition from the bipolar
Arctic to the spherical grid occurs at 65◦ N. We denote horizontal grid cells by(i, j) indices. As in the spherical coordinate region of the
grid, lines of constanti−index move in a generalized eastward direction within the bipolar region. They start from the bipolar south pole at
i=0, which is identified withi=ni, whereni is the number of points along a latitude circle andni=360 in OM3. The bipolar north pole is
at i=ni/2, which necessitates thatni be an even number. Both poles are centered at a velocity point on the B-grid used in MOM4.0. Lines
of constantj move in a generalized northward direction. The bipolar prime-meridian is situated along thej -line with j=nj , wherenj=200
in OM3. This line defines the bipolar fold that bisects the tracer grid. Care must be exercised when mapping fields across this fold. As noted
by Griffies et al. (2004), maintaining the exact identity of fields computed redundantly along the fold is essential for model stability. Note
that the cut across the bipolar fold is a limitation of the graphics package, and does not represent a land-sea boundary in the model domain.

with realistic forcing, especially with pressure loading from
sea ice (see discussion in Griffies et al., 2001). Indeed, even
with 10 m upper cells, we have found it necessary to limit the
overall pressure from sea ice felt by the ocean surface to no
more than that applied by 4 m thick ice. Ice thickness greater
than 4 m is assumed to exert no more than 4m of pressure on
the sea surface.

This situation signals a fundamental limitation of free sur-
face methods inz-models. In these models, only the upper
grid cell feels motion of the surface height. Refined vertical
cells in the presence of a realistically undulating ocean sur-
face height requires alternative vertical coordinates (Griffies
et al., 2000a). This issue is a topic of current research and
development3.

3For example, the proposal by Adcroft and Campin (2004) to
use the vertical coordinate of Stacey et al. (1995) for global mod-
elling is of interest given its ability to resolve the problem of van-
ishing surface grid cells, while maintaining other features familiar
to thez-models.

2.4 Bottom topography

It is common in older (those dating from before 1997)z-
models for model grid cells at a given discrete level to have
the same thickness. In these models, it is difficult to resolve
weak topographic slopes without including uncommonly fine
vertical and horizontal resolution. This limitation can have
important impacts on the model’s ability to represent topo-
graphically influenced advective and wave processes. The
partial step methods of Adcroft et al. (1997) and Pacanowski
and Gnanadesikan (1998) have greatly remedied this prob-
lem via the implementation of more realistic representations
of the solid earth lower boundary. Here, the vertical thick-
ness of a grid cell at a particular discrete level does not need
to be the same. This added freedom allows for a smoother,
and more realistic, representation of topography by adjust-
ing the bottom grid cell thickness to more faithfully contour
the topography. Figure 4 illustrates the bottom realized with
the OM3 grid along the equator. Also shown is a representa-
tion using an older full step method with the same horizontal

www.ocean-science.net/os/1/45/ Ocean Science, 1, 45–79, 2005

From Griffies et al (2005) From Biastoch et al (2009)

Tripolar common for global models
Nested example has refined grid (0.1◦) around South Africa
embedded in global grid (0.5◦) to examine Agulhas eddies
impact on Atlantic circulation.
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Horizontal representation: unstructured finite volume

 

Slide 3 

MPAS Numerics 

Ringler, T., J. Thuburn, J. Klemp and W. Skamarock, 2010: A unified approach to energy conservation and 
potential vorticity dynamics on arbitrarily structured C-grids, J. Comp. Physics, 229 3065–3090.  

Thuburn, J., T. Ringler, J. Klemp and W. Skamarock, 2009: Numerical representation of geostrophic modes 
on arbitrarily structured C-grids, J. Comp. Phys, 228 (22), 8321-8335 

 

 The numerical scheme developed by Thuburn et al. 
(2009) and Ringler et al. (2010) conserves mass, 
total energy and potential vorticity on these 
variable-resolution meshes. 

 May run on grids with polygons with arbitrary 
number of edges. 

 C-grid staggering: velocity normals at cell edges 

 Mass, geopotential, and kinetic energy are defined 
at cell centers.  

 Vorticity and potential vorticity are defined at cell 
vertices. 

 Code is “mesh-unaware”.  That is, code is identical 
for Voronoi Tessellation, quad meshes, or any other 
grid configuration. 

 

Aimed at seamless representation of multiple-scales.
Can obtain enhanced conservation properties in discrete
equations.
Indirect addressing of algorithms adds computational cost (i.e.,
number of neighbors unknown a priori).
Los Alamos and NCAR have a maturing effort: MPAS-ocean
(Ringler et al 2013).
Nascent effort ongoing at MPI-ICON
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Example of unstructured finite volume grid

 MPAS Horizontally Unstructured Grids 

Variable resolution:  
120 km to 30km in  
Southern Ocean 

Compliments of M. Petersen, LANL (2013)

Refined resolution towards Southern Ocean.
Note: this is not from a working model; it is a mere example of
the grid capabilities.
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Horizontal representation: unstructured finite element

straightforward way. There are numerous triangular mesh genera-
tors, both free and commercial, and we mention here GMSH
(Lambrechts et al., 2008), the simple generator by Persson and
Strang (2004) and its more advanced implementation ADMESH
(Conroy et al., 2012) by the way of example. Depending on applica-
tions and discretization algorithms, models have different require-
ments to mesh quality and smoothness (resolution change rate).
For example, models like UnTRIM and SUNTANS require the so-
called orthogonal meshes where circumcenters are inside respec-
tive elements, which is sometimes too restrictive in complex
geometries.

Local mesh nonuniformity and anisotropy may increase resid-
ual errors in the representation of operators in a general case on
static meshes (but adapting meshes can benefit from stretching
in along-flow direction). Ideally, mesh triangles should be as close
to equilateral as possible. Local mesh quality can essentially be im-
proved by slightly displacing the nodes and re-triangulating the
mesh, for example, following the procedure of Persson and Strang
(2004). Mesh resolution is assigned as a rule in terms of density
function. However, it is rather difficult to foresee all needed fea-
tures, let alone the difference in requirements for coastal and
large-scale applications. In practical terms it means that no gener-
ator suits modeler’s needs 100% and in all cases multiple trials are
required.

Fig. 2. Placement of variables for several FE discretizations. Dark circles show the location of velocity or scalar variables, and the arrows show the location of normal
velocities. The upper row, from left to right: (P1) Linear continuous representation, variables are at vertices; (PDG

1 ) Same location, but linear representation is restricted to
elements and hence discontinuous across the edges, as a consequence each vertex hosts many DOF (6 in most cases); (Pnc

1 ) Nonconforming linear representation, variables are
at mid-edges, their basis functions change from 1 to �1 on an opposing vertex, continuity is maintained only at mid-edges. The lower row, from left to right: (RT0) Linear
representation of velocity in terms of radial functions (6), the normal velocity is uniform on edges and continuous across them; (P2) Quadratic continuous representation,
DOFs are at vertices and mid-edges; BDM1 The velocity is linear on elements, normal velocity is linear and continuous at edges. P0 (not shown here) is discontinuous and
implies elementwise constant fields.

Fig. 1. Mesh design for coastal (left) and global (right) simulations. In the first case the element size follows the phase speed of long surface gravity waves, but this can be
overridden by geometrical requirements at the coast, in estuaries or in the vicinity of topography. In the second case the zeroth-order approximation is simply the refinement
in area where dynamics are studied. Other refinements may be necessary too (not shown).

Fig. 3. Placement of variables and control volumes for several FV discretizations.
The circles, squares and dark squares mark, respectively, the vertices, centroids and
circumcenters. The cell placement of variables implies centroids except for C-grids,
when circumcenters are used. The control volumes are the elements proper. For
vertex placement of variables, the control volumes are obtained by connecting
either centroids with mid-edges (median-dual control volumes, left panel) or the
circumcenters (right panel). The latter case corresponds to the Voronoi dual
meshes. In that case the mesh is made of Voronoi cells (polygons with vertices at
dark squares; they are hexagons in most cases). On triangular C-grids the normal
velocities (not shown) are located at mid-edges. On Voronoi (quasi-hexagonal)
meshes (right panel) they have the same location, but are normal to edges of
hexagons, which are the lines connecting circumcenters of triangles.

S. Danilov / Ocean Modelling xxx (2013) xxx–xxx 5

Please cite this article in press as: Danilov, S. Ocean modeling on unstructured meshes. Ocean Modell. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
j.ocemod.2013.05.005

From Danilov (2013)

Aimed at seamless representation of multiple-scales.
Decompose continuous equations using basis functions and
matrix inversions.
Indirect addressing adds computational cost.
Effort at AWI focused on climate: FESOM
Effort at Louvain focused on shallow ocean: SLIM
Non-hydrostatic process model at Stanford: SUNTANS
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Examples of unstructured finite element meshes

straightforward way. There are numerous triangular mesh genera-
tors, both free and commercial, and we mention here GMSH
(Lambrechts et al., 2008), the simple generator by Persson and
Strang (2004) and its more advanced implementation ADMESH
(Conroy et al., 2012) by the way of example. Depending on applica-
tions and discretization algorithms, models have different require-
ments to mesh quality and smoothness (resolution change rate).
For example, models like UnTRIM and SUNTANS require the so-
called orthogonal meshes where circumcenters are inside respec-
tive elements, which is sometimes too restrictive in complex
geometries.

Local mesh nonuniformity and anisotropy may increase resid-
ual errors in the representation of operators in a general case on
static meshes (but adapting meshes can benefit from stretching
in along-flow direction). Ideally, mesh triangles should be as close
to equilateral as possible. Local mesh quality can essentially be im-
proved by slightly displacing the nodes and re-triangulating the
mesh, for example, following the procedure of Persson and Strang
(2004). Mesh resolution is assigned as a rule in terms of density
function. However, it is rather difficult to foresee all needed fea-
tures, let alone the difference in requirements for coastal and
large-scale applications. In practical terms it means that no gener-
ator suits modeler’s needs 100% and in all cases multiple trials are
required.

Fig. 2. Placement of variables for several FE discretizations. Dark circles show the location of velocity or scalar variables, and the arrows show the location of normal
velocities. The upper row, from left to right: (P1) Linear continuous representation, variables are at vertices; (PDG

1 ) Same location, but linear representation is restricted to
elements and hence discontinuous across the edges, as a consequence each vertex hosts many DOF (6 in most cases); (Pnc

1 ) Nonconforming linear representation, variables are
at mid-edges, their basis functions change from 1 to �1 on an opposing vertex, continuity is maintained only at mid-edges. The lower row, from left to right: (RT0) Linear
representation of velocity in terms of radial functions (6), the normal velocity is uniform on edges and continuous across them; (P2) Quadratic continuous representation,
DOFs are at vertices and mid-edges; BDM1 The velocity is linear on elements, normal velocity is linear and continuous at edges. P0 (not shown here) is discontinuous and
implies elementwise constant fields.

Fig. 1. Mesh design for coastal (left) and global (right) simulations. In the first case the element size follows the phase speed of long surface gravity waves, but this can be
overridden by geometrical requirements at the coast, in estuaries or in the vicinity of topography. In the second case the zeroth-order approximation is simply the refinement
in area where dynamics are studied. Other refinements may be necessary too (not shown).

Fig. 3. Placement of variables and control volumes for several FV discretizations.
The circles, squares and dark squares mark, respectively, the vertices, centroids and
circumcenters. The cell placement of variables implies centroids except for C-grids,
when circumcenters are used. The control volumes are the elements proper. For
vertex placement of variables, the control volumes are obtained by connecting
either centroids with mid-edges (median-dual control volumes, left panel) or the
circumcenters (right panel). The latter case corresponds to the Voronoi dual
meshes. In that case the mesh is made of Voronoi cells (polygons with vertices at
dark squares; they are hexagons in most cases). On triangular C-grids the normal
velocities (not shown) are located at mid-edges. On Voronoi (quasi-hexagonal)
meshes (right panel) they have the same location, but are normal to edges of
hexagons, which are the lines connecting circumcenters of triangles.

S. Danilov / Ocean Modelling xxx (2013) xxx–xxx 5

Please cite this article in press as: Danilov, S. Ocean modeling on unstructured meshes. Ocean Modell. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
j.ocemod.2013.05.005

From Danilov (2013)

Example 1: refined resolution in coastal regions
Example 2: refined resolution in regions of dynamical interest
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4 Some perspectives
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Frontier issues I

Personal reflections on where the envelope is being pushed
1 Role of mesoscale eddies in climate

Global models are increasingly being run with an explicit
representation (albeit imperfect) of the mesoscales.
How/will climate sensitivity, variability, predictability be modified
with eddying ocean simulations?
How well do parameterized models emulate eddying models?

2 Parameterizations, including stochastic methods
Although many modelling centres can now run eddying simulations,
we will need mesoscale eddy parameterizations for many decades.
Stochastic methods are being successfully used for atmospheric
parameterizations. They are being used in ocean
parameterizations as well.

Animation 7: Southern Ocean in MOM5 at 5km
Compliments of Australian Center of Excellence for Climate System Science
(A. Hogg, P. Spence, M. England) Available from YouTube.
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Frontiers issues II

More reflections on where the envelope is being pushed
1 Multi-scale modelling

Whether structured (with nesting) or unstructured, models are
being applied to address problems with multiple scales.
Impacts of coast on large-scale, and converse.
Seamless modelling is a dream that is being pushed for scientific
and non-scientific reasons.

2 Coupling circulation models to surface wave models
As ocean and atmospheric models refine resolution, traditional
methods for parameterizing air-sea interface start to break down;
e.g., Monin-Obukov similarity theory shows its limitations.
The upper ocean exhibits waves, and waves affect the coupling.

Animation 8: ocean surface wave model Wavewatch III
Ocean surface waves affect air-sea interactions as well as upper
ocean mixing. Animation compliments of Yalin Fan, Stennis Space
Center, USA.
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Three elements of ocean modelling

The three elements to questions of ocean modelling
1 Model fundamentals (science of ocean models)

math/physics formulations
parameterizations
numerical methods

2 Boundary forcing/fluxes (the ocean in the climate system)
The ocean is a forced-dissipative system.
Boundary fluxes are poorly measured in the real world, so poorly
constrained in models.

3 Analysis methods (articulating the science from simulations)
The rationalization and communication of simulation results is just
as important as the rationalization of the simulation setup.
Theories and equations used to formulate the model equations
form the starting point for analyzing the output.
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Trust but verify

Models are most useful when appreciating their limitations.

Model limitations arise from:
fundamentals and/or numerical methods;
configuration design;
boundary information and/or other component models;
computational power.

Do not treat models as a black box.
Models are tools to help deduce mechanisms.
Use diagnostic methods to uncover reasons for particular
behaviour.

Numerical errors often appear in physically interesting manners.
Remain skeptical even if the simulation “looks right”.
Investigate why and how.
The more one learns about models, the more one can sense
whether a particular simulation is physically sensible or the artefact
of faulty methods.
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Wherein lies the truth?

Physical “laws” are not determined by political processes.

Science rests on the shoulders of those before us. Sometimes
those shoulders are strong; sometimes they need strengthening
or toppling.
Respect those before us, but also question their scientific story.
Exercise a balance between trust and verification.

Perspectives on models

Models cannot be validated. At best, they can be evaluated (see
Oreskes et al 1994).
“All models are wrong, but some are useful.” (Wikipedia on
G.E.P. Box, statistician)

An ocean model is a rather tarnished reflection of the real ocean,
allowing experimental investigation and offering quantitative
predictions.
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Closing comments from a fellow Indian

Do not believe in anything simply because you have heard
it... Do not believe in anything merely on the authority of
your teachers and elders... But after observation and
analysis, when you find that anything agrees with reason
and is conducive to the good and benefit of one and all, then
accept it and live up to it.

Gautama Buddha
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Closing comments from a fellow Indian

Do not believe in anything simply because you have heard
it... Do not believe in anything merely on the authority of
your teachers and elders... But after observation and
analysis, when you find that anything agrees with reason
and is conducive to the good and benefit of one and all, then
accept it and live up to it.

Gautama Buddha
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